Móz Metals Transforms Outdated Lobby
77 South Bedford Case Study
77 South Bedford Street is 144,576 square feet of first class office space located in Burlington,
Massachusetts. Built in 1986 and renovated in 2014 by RJ Kelly, the modern steel structure boasts a
concrete panel system and glass facade. Inside, the office building features two atrium lobbies laden
with granite pavers and open interior stairways to create an upscale corporate environment. The focal
point for the lobbies are two stunning metal wall features that extend upwards across the building’s
five stories. Manufactured by Móz Designs, the lengthy 36”D x 34”H staggered metal sheets are an

engineering feat with each panel cut and installed to fit the project’s precise specifications.
Móz Design’s Graphix Collection in Cosmos was selected for the metal finish. The shimmering,
striated panels showcase the multilayered surface and graphic pattern. The light pewter Dusk shade
combined with Móz’ Pinstripe grain and Polycoat Gloss finish elegantly reflects the flood of natural
light that fills the space and complements the palette’s warm grey, green, and beige.

Office spaces at 77 South Bedford Street are coveted throughout the Burlington area due to the
building’s spacious floor plan and contemporary architectural features.

Project Details
Name: 77 South Bedford
Location: Burlington, MA
Developer: RJ Kelly Company
Architect: Sierra Architects
Featured Móz Products: Graphix
Application: Metal Sheets
Material: Aluminum Metal
Color: Cosmos Lrg - Dusk
Grain: Pinstripe
Finish: Polycoat-Gloss

About Móz Designs
Móz Metals and Architectural Products designs and fabricates contemporary metal products in
Oakland, CA. Móz’ collection of sophisticated materials and patterns, including gradients, metallics and
neutrals are the result of continuous experimentation with cutting-edge tooling, engravings and
equipment. Móz craftsmen redefine surfaces using a delicate balance of texture, grain and color to
create unique architectural metals for projects of all sizes - from large scale technical projects to small
installations. Móz’ innovative materials and products, custom solutions and dedication to customer
service help clients achieve their design intent on time and on budget. For more information, visit
www.mozdesigns.com or call 510.632.0853 to order product samples.

